Peace and rest directly on the beach
Family Jakšić, Put Puntinka 46, 21 625 Selca,
Island Brač
TRIPS

If you like daily or semi-daily trips, then we suggest you to visit:









The Blaca desert with oldest observatorium in this part of Europe (closed on
Monday), 30 Kilometres away
Bol; Zlatni rat, one of the most attractive beaches in Croatia, the beach that
changes shape, 20 Kilometres away
50 churches of the Island Brač
Škrip; the Museum of the Island with with Cyclopean walls (closed on
Monday), 35 kilometres away
Vidova Gora; the highest Peak of all the Croatian islands, wherefrom you can
see beautiful island archipelage as well as Italian coast, there is a restaurant,
where you can take something for eat and drink; 30 Kilometres away
Postira; Antiquee ruins in Lovrečina with restaurant, 30 Kilometres away
Pučišća; numerous stone-pits and objects and Stone-mason's school in
Pučišća; 25 Kilometres away

BEACHES

We suggest you to use our Stone beach 10 meters in front of Villa where you will
definitely find peace and rest in beautiful bay. You will have intimate atmosphere
with adjusted stone place to lay and take the sun. Sun umbrellas and seats are on
your disposal free of charge.
If you want to go to the other nearby beaches we suggest you to visit:


Sumartin; Sandy beach Baywatch nearby to Sumartin, passing through
Sumartin and then still 1 kilometre in direction east





Selca; numerous sandy beaches in direction Bol that you can visit by Taxi
boat rented in Sumartin
Bol; Zlatni rat, Little stones beach, one of the most attractive beaches in
Croatia, the beach that changes shape
Lovrečina; Sandy beach nearby to Postira with restaurant, 30 Kilometres a
away

RESTAURANTS

We suggest you to visit these restaurants which we have visited where we have
eaten. This is no advertisement but just help how to get what you want:
HIGHER PRICE, VERY GOOD FOOD




Bol: Restaurant Konoba Gušti
Dol: Restaurant Konoba Toni
Gornji Humac: Restaurant Konoba Tomić and Restaurant Nono Ban

LOWER PRICE, GOOD FOOD



Selca; Pizzeria Perivoj and on Puntinak: Restaurant Bilin,
Sumartin; Restaurant Top

We wish you active rest and Bon Appetite!

